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BUSINESS TAX
PROVISIONS OF
THE CONSOLIDATED
APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 2021
The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 (the CCA, 2021)
signed into law on December 27, 2020, is an additional legislative
response to the coronavirus pandemic. The CCA, 2021 includes,
along with spending and other non-tax provisions, numerous
business tax provisions which are summarized on the
following pages. The provisions are found in two of
the several acts included in the CCA, 2021,
specifically, (1) the Taxpayer Certainty and
Disaster Tax Relief Act of 2020 (the TCDTR)
and (2) the COVID-related Tax Relief Act
of 2020 (the COVIDTRA).
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TAX PROVISIONS EXTENDED (WITHOUT OTHER CHANGES)
The TCDTR extends the following tax credits without other changes:
1. The new markets tax credit
2. The work opportunity credit
3. The employer credit for paid family and medical leave that was provided
by the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (2017 TCJA)
4. The carbon sequestration credit
5. The business energy credit
6. Credit for electricity produced from renewable resources
7. The Indian employment credit
8. The mine rescue team training credit
9. The American Samoa development credit
10. The second-generation bio-fuel producer credit
11. The qualified fuel cell motor vehicle credit as applied to businesses
12. The alternative fuel refueling property credit
13. The two-wheeled plug-in electric vehicle credit as applied to businesses
14. The credit for production from Indian coal facilities
15. The energy efficient homes credit

ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS EXTENDED BY
THE TCDTR WITHOUT OTHER CHANGES INCLUDE:
1. The exclusion from employee income of certain employer payments
of student loans
2. The 3-year recovery period for certain racehorses
3. Favorable cost recovery rules for business property on Indian reservations
4. The 7-year recovery period for motor sports entertainment complexes
5. Expensing for film, television, and, live theatrical productions
6. Empowerment zone tax incentives
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THE TCDTR MAKES PERMANENT THE ENERGY
EFFICIENT COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS DEDUCTION
Additionally, the TCDTR indexes for inflation the per-square-foot dollar caps on the full and partial
versions of the deduction. The TCDTR provides that, to the extent that deductibility depends on specified
recognized energy efficient standards, the referred-to standards will be those issued within two years of
construction (rather than those bearing now-stale dates that applied under pre-TCDTR law).

CLARIFICATIONS OF TAX CONSEQUENCES OF PPP LOAN FORGIVENESS
The COVIDTRA clarifies that the non-taxable treatment of Payroll Protection Program (PPP) loan
forgiveness that was provided by the 2020 CARES Act also applies to certain other forgiven obligations.
Also, the COVIDTRA clarifies that taxpayers whose PPP loans or other obligations are forgiven as
described above are allowed deductions for otherwise deductible expenses paid with the proceeds
and that the tax basis and other attributes of the borrower’s assets won’t be reduced as a result of
the forgiveness. However, at this time North Carolina does not follow this federal rule for expense
deductibility, so any expenses associated with the forgivable portion of a PPP loan must be added
back to arrive at NC taxable income.

WAIVER OF INFORMATION REPORTING FOR PPP LOAN FORGIVENESS
The COVIDTRA allows the IRS to waive information reporting requirements for any amount excluded
from income under the exclusion-from-income rule for forgiveness of PPP loans or other specified
obligations. Note: Before enactment of the COVIDTRA, the IRS had already waived information returns
and payee statements for loans guaranteed by the Small Business Administration under Section
7(a)(36) of the Small Business Act.

EXTENSIONS AND MODIFICATIONS OF EARLIER PAYROLL TAX RELIEF
The TCDTR extends the CARES Act Employee Retention Credit (ERC), allowed against the employer
portion of payroll taxes, for qualified wages paid to employees during the COVID-19 crisis. Under the
extension, qualified wages must be paid before July 1, 2021 (instead of January 1, 2021). Additionally,
beginning on January 1, 2021, the credit rate is increased from 50% to 70% of qualified wages, and
qualified wages are increased from $10,000 for the year to $10,000 per quarter.
Many other rules are also relaxed.

MOST SIGNIFICANTLY, THE ACT REMOVES THE PROHIBITION
AGAINST CLAIMING BOTH THE ERC AND PPP LOAN FORGIVENESS
Employers can now qualify for both but cannot use the same wages to qualify for benefits.
More details on the ERC will be shared in our February Client Advisory.
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THE COVIDTRA EXTENDS:
1. The credits provided by the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA)
against the employer portion of payroll taxes for qualifying sick and family paid leave
2. The equivalent FFCRA-provided credits for the self-employed against the self-employment tax.
Under the extension of the employer credits, wages taken into account are those paid before April 1, 2021
(instead of January 1, 2021). Under the extension of the credits for the self-employed, the days taken into
account are those before April 1, 2021 (instead of January 1, 2021).
Additionally, the COVIDTRA directs IRS to extend the Presidentially ordered deferral of the employee’s
share of OASDI and Railroad Retirement taxes. As first provided by IRS, the deferral was of taxes to be
withheld and paid on wages and other compensation (up to $4,000 every two weeks) paid in the period
from September 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020 so that the taxes were instead withheld and paid ratably
in the period from January 1, 2021 to April 30, 2021. Under the deferral, the period over which the
deferred-from-2020 taxes are ratably withheld and paid is extended to all of 2021 (instead of the
four-month period ending on April 30, 2021).

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND DEFERRED COMPENSATION
The TCDTR provides that expenses for business-related food and beverages provided by a restaurant
are fully deductible through 2022 instead of being subject to the 50% limit that generally applies
to business meals.
The TCDTR temporarily allows:
1. Carryovers and relaxed grace period rules for unused flexible spending arrangement (FSA) amounts,
whether in a health FSA or a dependent care FSA
2. The raising of the maximum eligibility age of a dependent under a dependent care FSA from 12 to 13
3. Prospective changes in election limits set forth by a plan (subject to the applicable limits under the Code)

RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE DEPRECIATION
For tax years beginning after December 31, 2017, the TCDTR assigns a 30-year ADS depreciation
period to residential rental property even though it was placed in service before January 1, 2018
(when the 2017 TCJA first applied the more-favorable 30-year period) if the property:
1. Is held by a real property trade or business electing out of the limitation on business interest deductions
2. Was held before January 1, 2018, so wasn’t subject to the ADS
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FARMERS’ NET OPERATING LOSSES
The COVIDTRA allows farmers who had in place a two-year net operating loss carry back
before the CARES Act to elect to retain that two-year carry back rather than claim the five-year
carry back provided in the CARES Act. It also allows farmers who before the CARES Act waived the
carry back of a net operating loss to revoke the waiver.

DISASTER RELIEF
The TCDTR includes several provisions targeted at “qualified disaster areas,” some of which affect
individuals and some which affect businesses as described below. “Qualified disaster areas” are areas
for which a major disaster was Presidentially declared during the period beginning on January 1, 2020
and ending 60 days after the day of enactment of the TCDTR. The incidence period of the disaster must
begin after December 27, 2019 but not after the day of enactment of the TCDTR. Excluded are areas
for which a major disaster was declared only because of COVID-19.
The Act includes relief for retirement funds that consists of:
1. Waiver of the 10% early withdrawal penalty for up to $100,000 of certain withdrawals by individuals
living in a qualified disaster area and that have suffered economic loss because of the disaster
2. A right to re-contribute to plan distributions that were intended for home purchase
but not used because of a qualified disaster
3. Relaxed plan loan rules for qualified individuals

CHANGES TO PLAN AMENDMENT RULES FACILITATE THE RELIEF
The relief also provides to employers in the harder-hit parts of a qualified disaster area an up-to$2,400-per-person employee retention credit, subject to coordination with certain other employer
tax credits. Generally, tax-exempt organizations can enjoy the credit by taking it as a credit
against FICA taxes.
Corporations are provided with relaxed charitable deduction rules for qualified-disaster-related
contributions, and individuals are provided with relaxed loss allowance rules for qualifieddisaster-related casualty.

Please contact your advisor at Sharrard, McGee & Co., PA if you have
any questions regarding these provisions. We look forward to helping you
with your unique and complex financial and tax planning needs.
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